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Internal Medicine (Primary Care) and Hospitalist Opportunities at the Beach in Delaware

Ready to move to the beach? Beebe Healthcare is a progressive, not-for-profit community health system with a 210-bed hospital, solid growth and a $180,000,000 expansion underway. We're located in the family-friendly coastal area where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Delaware Bay, and where you'll find an optimum work-life balance, offering a challenging, rewarding medical career and an active lifestyle. Beebe is committed to attracting and retaining top clinical talent. Beebe Healthcare. Rich in History, Focused on the Present, with an Eye to the Future.

Beebe has excellent opportunities for Internal Medicine physicians and Hospitalists with Beebe Medical Group and with private practice.
- Board Certified and Board Eligible Primary Care Internal Medicine Physicians and Hospitalists.
- Beebe Medical Group is a busy, multi-specialty aligned practice consisting of numerous satellite facilities throughout south coastal Delaware.
- Beebe Medical Group offers competitive compensation with incentives and generous benefits packages.

About Beebe Healthcare BeebeHealthcare.org
- Beebe Healthcare is progressive, with high patient satisfaction.
- Cardiac surgery, interventional cardiology, cancer center with radiation, 256-slice CT, 3.0T MRI, PET/CT, 3D mammography, and hyperbaric chambers.
- 400+ providers on staff; 48,000+ Emergency visits.
- Margaret H. Rollins School of Nursing on site.

Coastal Delaware location
- Smart, safe and progressive, family-friendly environment.
- Exceptional quality of life.
- Nationally ranked beaches and boardwalks by Parents Magazine, National Geographic, Travel and Leisure, and American Profiles.
- Relaxed community where recreational opportunities include water sports, outdoor life, golf and cycling.
- Cultural offerings range from Beach life and festivals to theater, fine art and superb dining.
- Private, charter and public school options.
- Low taxes, no sales tax; low cost of living.
- Close to Philadelphia, Baltimore, DC, and NYC.

Coastal Southern Delaware BC/BE Physician Opportunities
- Cardiac Surgery, Dermatology, Endocrinology, Family Practice, Gastroenterologist, Hospitalist, Internal Medicine/Primary Care, Medical Oncologist, Neurologist, Pulmonology/Critical Care, Urology.

Email cover letter and CV to: Marilyn Hill, Director of Physician Services mhill@beebehealthcare.org.
Beebe Medical Group Administration
1515 Savannah Road, Suite 102
Lewes, DE 19958
www.beebehealthcare.org
www.beebemedicalgroup.org
Beebe Healthcare is a non-smoking and fragrance free system.

See Beebe Healthcare Physician Opportunities

One location in Lewes, a short drive from major East Coast destinations.
New Orleans is world famous for its festivities, friendly atmosphere and its French-inspired cuisine. Bon Appétit!

Read Rural vs. Urban Practice: The Pros & Cons to see which option works best for you.

Read why you should Consider Working Overseas.
Let’s Eat! Explore New Orleans Cuisine
Savor the french-inspired cajun cuisine of The Big Easy.

When you think about New Orleans, it’s easy to conjure up images of soulful blues or live jazz music, and a mysterious voodoo vibe. Yes, New Orleans is all of that and more – rich in history, tradition, and remarkable architecture. New Orleans is also one of the most welcoming places to visit. In fact, the city’s motto is “Laissez les bon temps rouler!” (Let the good times roll!)

Tourists and residents alike agree that the friendly, laid-back ambiance in New Orleans (affectionately called NOLA) is palpable. However, NOLA is most famous for its amazing food. Here are just a few of our top picks. Bon appétit!

**Café du Monde**
The original French Market coffee purveyor, has been roasting and serving coffee since 1862. Their chicory coffee recipe is world famous as are their beignets (pronounced ben-yays). Served as a trio, these square doughnuts are covered with a veritable cloud of powdered sugar (that can become airborne if you breathe too close to them). They claim the secret to their beignets is the cottonseed oil they use to fry them. Whatever the secret ingredient is, they are wonderfully fluffy and delicious! You can also buy their beignet mix and experiment at home to make these sweet treats.
The Café has eight locations and is open 24 hours a day, 364 days a year (closed for Christmas). Cash only.
800 Decatur Street | New Orleans, LA 70116 | 504-525-4544
www.cafedumonde.com

**French Truck Coffee**
You can’t miss the bright yellow and blue building, but the limited seating isn’t conducive to lingering. That’s OK, because you can watch them roasting their beans through the window! Grab a (cold brew) coffee and your day will be off to an amazing start. Small selection of local pastries as food options, but the coffee is the real focus here.
1200 Magazine Street | New Orleans, LA 70130 | 504-525-4544
www.frenchtruckcoffee.com

**Hotel Monteleone**
This venerable hotel’s Carousel Bar is credited with inventing the Vieux Carre cocktail. Even if you don’t want to experiment with any of the local specialty drinks, just go for the fun of it – the bar rotates and is a fantastic place to people-watch!
214 Royal Street | New Orleans, LA 70117 | 866-338-4684
www.hotelmonteleone.com

**The Praline Connection**
What started out as a home food delivery service for working women who were too busy to cook, The Praline Connection Restaurant is beloved for serving some of NOLA’s best Cajun/Creole style food. If you are with a group, order the Connection Platter (crawfish, catfish, chicken livers, chicken wings, okra, and pickles). Two sizes – serves 4 or 8. And the delicious pralines (a New Orleans specialty) have inspired a separate candy shop.
542 Frenchmen Street | New Orleans, LA 70116 | 504-943-3934
www.pralineconnection.com

**Brennan’s New Orleans**
An upscale dining experience for those who want Creole cuisine, fine breakfast fare and sinfully delicious desserts (try the Bananas Foster, flambéed tableside). Located in the French Quarter, this restaurant attracts locals and tourists alike. The building has a pink facade, eight dining rooms, a private wine
room and a courtyard with an elegant setting especially suited for special occasions.

417 Royal Street | New Orleans, LA 70130 | 504-525-9711
www.brennansneworleans.com

Restaurant R’evolution
Another premier dining spot, Restaurant R’evolution is situated in the Royal Sonesta Hotel on Bourbon Street. This is a must-try stop for foodies. The menu is innovative, imaginative and impressive, with a price tag to match. Cajun/Creole dishes are given a modern twist and include Crawfish Stuffed Flounder Napoleon and the Gulf Shrimp and Grits. R’evolution offers a tasting menu where you can sample a bit of this and that. The bar is known for hand crafting a great Sazerac (New Orleans version of a Cognac or whisky cocktail).
777 Bienville Street | New Orleans, LA 70130 | 504-533-2277
www.revolutionnola.com

J’s Seafood Dock
This no-frills neighborhood market catches, shucks, and serves your oysters fresh from the sea! They also do a great crawfish boil. J’s Seafood Dock is open only for lunch and the earlier you go, the better the selection. Once it’s caught, cooked, and served, that’s it for the day.
1100 N Peters Street | New Orleans, LA 70116 | 504-523-5757

The Munch Factory
This newest addition to the Smithsonian family opened This casual but innovative restaurant has recently moved to a new, larger location in the Lower Garden District and as it continues to expand its space and its menu, it offers some of the best Cajun/Creole food in NOLA. Their bread pudding in particular receives raves so definitely save room for dessert!
1901 Sophie Wright Place | New Orleans, LA 70130 | 504-324-5372
www.themunchfactory.net

Café Amelie
The lush courtyard of Café Amelie has been described as one of the most enchanting places to dine in NOLA. The Old-World courtyard with its lovely fountain and verdant plantings sets the stage for a romantic brunch, lunch, or dinner and is a serene oasis just steps away from the bustling French Quarter activity.
912 Royal Street | New Orleans, LA 70116 | 504-412-0198
www.cafeamelie.com

One last thing: before you bid NOLA adieu, make sure to pop into one of the many voodoo shops and purchase some gris gris (pronounced gree gree) souvenirs to take home to friends. They are good luck charms and are very inexpensive.
The University of New Mexico, Health Sciences Center, is seeking BC/BE Internal Medicine trained physicians to join our team in beautiful Albuquerque, NM. UNM HSC is the academic medical center providing care for 200,000+ New Mexicans with the only Level I trauma center in the state. Our outpatient clinics are Level III NCQA recognized Patient Centered Medical Homes serving a diverse community. Clinical sites include clinical pharmacists, behavioral health, and care management teams.

Benefits:
• Time for teaching
• Experienced faculty provide mentorship
• Medical/Dental/Vision
• Retirement
• CME allowance
• Participation in quality and process improvement
• Ability to be innovative in your practice
• Salary commensurate with experience and education

Minimum Requirements: 1) MD or DO; 2) BC or BE in GIM or FM by date of hire; and 3) Must be eligible to work in US. (this is not J1 Visa opportunity).

One open position with the rank of Assistant Professor on the Clinical Educator track for Geriatrics. Apply at: https://unmjobs.unm.edu posting #3041.

Desirable Qualifications: 1) Training and education in Geriatrics; 2) Interest/experience in teaching residents and medical students; 3) Interest in caring for underserved population including the elderly; and 4) Training/experience in developing outpatient quality projects.

Two open positions with the rank of Assistant Professor on the Clinical Educator track for General Internal Medicine. Apply at: https://unmjobs.unm.edu posting #2692.

Desirable Qualifications: 1) Experience/skills in providing efficient general medical patients care including Prevention, Wellness, and Life Style Medicine; 2) Interest/experience in teaching residents and medical students; 3) Interest in caring for underserved populations; and 4) Training/experience in developing outpatient quality projects.

Positions open until filled.

Inquiries may be directed to Alisha Parada, MD, Search Chair, (AParada@salud.unm.edu)

Positions may be subject to a criminal records screening in accordance with NM law.

The University of New Mexico is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

---

Department
CORE-Seacoast Family Practice-FP
Facility
Core Physicians LLC
Exeter, NH
Status/Shift/Hours
Full Time/Day Shift/8a-5p
Job Details
Under terms of contract, provides medical services within the scope of licensing, training, credentialing and current standards of care and quality.

Requirements:
• Completion of accredited medical college/university with Doctor of Medicine (MD) or Doctor of Osteopathy (DO)
• Current board certification/eligibility in specialty. If newly graduated from residency, certification must be obtained within three years of graduation.
• Successful completion of internship, residency and, if applicable, fellowship
• Unrestricted license to practice within New Hampshire
• Current DEA certificate without restriction
• CPR with AED within 6 months of hire

Major Responsibilities:
1. Demonstrates the ability to assess, diagnose, plan, implement and evaluate individual patient care appropriate to the age of patient served. Provides safe, effective, patient centered care.
2. Actively supports and works in alignment with the Mission, Vision and Values of the organization in conjunction with applicable Service Excellence initiatives.
3. Completes charting, charge capture, and required paperwork in a timely manner in accordance with Core’s policies and guidelines by meeting or exceeding Core Physicians’ minimum standards.
4. Night and weekend call to be shared among the clinicians as indicated within call group where applicable.
5. Provides oversight for clinical services at designated location/s in conjunction with the practice manager.
6. Provides clinical supervision to NPs, PAs or others as applicable at designated location/s.
7. Actively participates in business development planning and implementation.
8. Stays up-to-date on relevant knowledge base, incorporates new thinking and best practice models into clinical operations and procedures.
9. Fully participates in Core’s quality and risk management program.
10. Fulfills specialty specific professional responsibilities.
11. Performs other duties as required or assigned.
Connected to Linkedin?

Follow our Linkedin Company page to stay informed of career opportunities from top employers, read career advice articles, and receive conference updates.

Search for “myHealthTalent” on Linkedin and follow our page.
Tools for Increased Reimbursement & Office Efficiency at Discount Prices

EKGs with Interpretation
- Bionet CardioCare 2000: $1,255
- Schiller AT-2 Plus: $2,275*
  *add Spirometry: $1,000
- Burdick ELI 250c: $2,998
- Welch Allyn CP150 w/ Interp: $3,186

EMR-Compatible PC-Based Cardiology Products
- Cardio Resting EKG $1,895
- Cardio Holter $2,995
- Cardio Stress $2,995

EMR-Compatible Spirometry
- PC Based and Direct-to-Printer
  Astra 300 USB* $898
  *Touch Screen Display

GE MAC1200 EKG Machine
- Includes a patient cable, universal alligator clips, EKG paper and power cord.
- Refurbished, with 6 mo warranty:
  Only $1,390
- New, with 3 yr warranty (no modem): $2,995

Welch Allyn Integrated Diagnostic System
- Combine any wall aneroid, ophthalmoscope, otoscope, specula dispenser and thermometer for a convenient modular package that puts everything for fast diagnostics

ADView 2 Vital Signs Monitor
- Starting at $676
- The ADView 2 is still the only truly modular diagnostic station that grows with your needs. Start with blood pressure and choose temperature or pulse oximetry options at the time of purchase

Screener Audiometer
- Only $823.00

Lifeline AED
- Only $1,245.00
- Gold Standard AED

Family Practice Exam Table
- A durable, reliable, patient-friendly exam table for any office. Many base and upholstery color combinations
- Only $792.00

Boost Your Revenue!

Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) & Sudomotor Assessment
- ANS testing is the gold standard for Hidden Risk Assessment with patients suffering from any sort of chronic disease (ie; Diabetes). In 12 minutes, uncover dozens of possible indicators including: CAD, PAD, Sudden Death, Silent Heart Attack, Peripheral Neuropathy and more.

Neuro-Cognitive Testing for Primary Care Physicians
- Analyzes (EEG) brain processing speed (Evoke Potentials), heart health (EKG), mental health (Neuropsychology). Each test is processed into a fully-finished, clinically actionable report that uncovers symptoms associated with dementia, anxiety, depression, PTSD, TBI and more.

Allergy Testing and Treatment - for the Non Allergist
- Studies show 40-50% of patients have allergies. We provide a comprehensive program where any staff can perform the allergy tests (CLIA Free). Takes only 2 minutes to apply, 15 minutes for results. Stop patients relying on OTC drugs to survive.

CALL TODAY to ORDER: 877-646-3300
Join now for FREE, automatic updates on topics in:

- Cardiology
- Dermatology
- Diabetes
- Eye Care
- Gastroenterology
- Neurology
- Oncology
- Primary Care
- Urology
Rural vs. Urban Practice: The Pros & Cons

CONTRIBUTOR: MELANIE GRANO

Hospitals and medical practices across rural America are facing a significant shortage of qualified medical professionals. Twenty percent of the country’s population live in rural areas, yet only 9% of the nation’s physicians work there. But it looks like this statistic may not improve for the foreseeable future. This could be because just three percent of medical school graduates plan to work in the countryside.

It’s clear that medical school graduates are choosing a city practice over a rural one. Why? As a physician, you’ll definitely face a different set of challenges when working in a rural practice compared to working in an urban practice. But is one really better than the other? It’s a decision you will have to make in the near future. To help you in your decision and to give you a clearer picture of your options, let’s look at life in a rural practice versus life in an urban practice to help you decide which direction could be right for you.

Treating Friends vs. Treating Strangers
Serving as a physician in a rural practice gives you opportunity to get to know your patients and the local community. Unlike urban work, you can get to know patients in the context of their community. They aren’t just a name on a clipboard, they are your town grocer, the vicar or your child’s school teacher. Patients prefer this kind of relationship, too. In general, it’s nicer to have a medical professional treat you as if you are a member of your family than as a stranger. Nevertheless, some practitioners prefer to treat strangers and maintain a professional distance. It’s easier to give bad news to someone you don’t personally know.

Greater Autonomy vs. Better Support
In rural practice, you will often experience greater autonomy as a doctor. Physicians are seen as community leaders and are allowed greater freedom in patient treatment. Of course, greater autonomy brings its own challenges. Medical professionals can often feel isolated and unsupported. When communities depend on a single physician, they can often be expected to be available all hours of the day. It also means they tend to work for longer periods without time off. This can lead to burnout for rural practitioners who can’t or won’t set limits to the amount of time they work. In an urban setting, physicians receive better support, but frustration can arise from the red tape of larger municipalities.

Diverse Work vs. a Chance to Specialize
The scope of work is often much more diverse in rural practices. Rural physicians typically deliver more babies and make more house calls than their urban counterparts. Doctors in rural areas are also more likely to receive uncommon patient cases. Often, there isn’t a specialist in rural communities, so patients have no choice but to go to the only doctor available. There are more opportunities to specialize in an area of medicine in an urban practice. While rural practitioners often have to be a jack of all trades, the sheer number of urban practitioners means that specialization is often necessary.

Better Salary vs. Better Quality of Life
Urban practices tend to offer a higher salary compared to rural ones, mostly because the cost of living is much higher in cities. Conversely, rural practitioners may be able to save on student fees in the form of federal and/or state-funded loan reimbursements. And because the cost of living is much lower in rural areas, practitioners can find that their salary goes much further. A bigger house and more spending money are not uncommon among rural physicians. As a result, rural practitioners can often end up significantly better off than their urban counterparts. Also, the pace of work will tend to match the town. In a rural setting, you’ll be able to take your time with patients and will rarely have to rush anyone out the door. On the other hand, in an urban practice, practitioners can often feel rushed off their feet and patients barely have time to get comfortable before they are out the door with their diagnosis.

So where do you stand? As you can see, there are pluses and minuses to either choice. Will you head for the bright lights of the big city? Or will you head to the country and experience the quieter, potentially more fulfilling life of a rural practitioner?
Internal Medicine
Physician Opportunities

Throughout beautiful Boise, Idaho

- Supervision of Nurse Practitioners
- Team based approach in outpatient practice with phone call only
- Collaboration with PharmD and Social Workers
- Opportunity to educate healthcare professionals and patients in the community
- Flexible scheduling with Monday through Friday work week

Join Us
Contact Us: WCPHYSICIANS@WATSONCLINIC.COM
Call: 800-854-7786
“Accredited by the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care”

Competitive salary & benefits package, including:
- Signing Incentives
- Relocation
- Malpractice Insurance (including tail)
- Health/Dental/Vision
- Retirement

Saint Alphonsus

APPLY TODAY
Jamie Brajcich | (208) 302-9126
jamie.brajcich@saintalphonsus.org
A primary care opportunity is now available with a hospital employed network in northern California. The community has growing demand, and needs three additional Family Physicians or Internists. These positions offer a great work-life balance: outpatient only with no call; flexible schedule options; an opportunity to teach. You will work with a great group of advanced practice providers and other IM and FM physicians. The great location, highly competitive compensation and benefits will appeal to you. Candidates should be board certified or board eligible and have a current CA license or be in the process of obtaining one. Current residents and practicing physicians will both be considered. J1 and H-1B visa holders can be supported. For more information, please contact Roberta Margolis directly at 203.663.9335 or email your CV and references to roberta.margolis@comphealth.com.

Quick Facts
- Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm or work four 10-hour days
- 17-22 patients daily
- Employed hospital position
- No call
- Generous PTO
- H-1B and J1 visas welcomed
- Loan payback available
- Health with dental and vision
- Choice of living in East Bay or southern suburbs of Sacramento

Midland, Michigan is an upscale, diverse and safe community of over 50,000 and is centrally located in Michigan’s Lower Peninsula and is less than two hours from the metro areas of Detroit and the state capitol of Lansing. Midland was recently named as one of the “Top 15 Dreamtowns” in the U.S. It is the “Ann Arbor of the North”. Due to the “people mix” and the healthy economic environment (Fortune 500 companies Dow Chemical/Dow Corning have their corporate headquarters here), Midland boasts a truly sophisticated offering of cultural, educational and recreational activities. A Class A Dodger affiliate professional baseball team, a Broadway Caliber Center for the Arts, a symphony orchestra, a world class tennis facility, a Civic Ice Arena with multiple rinks for hockey and figure skating and outdoor activities galore are just a sampling of what the Midland area has to offer. Whether you want to play 18 holes, jog on a 30 miles paved trail, play soccer, cross country ski, fish or boat; it is all here to enjoy. You can have the best of both worlds here; a great career and a satisfying personal life.

For more information on this stellar opportunity please contact:

Sarah Krueger
Physician Recruitment Coordinator
sarah.krueger@midmichigan.org
Phone: 989-839-3860
YOU PROTECT YOUR PATIENTS. BUT WHO’S PROTECTING YOU?

SAVE ON PREMIUMS
We offer quality insurance products for you and your family at an affordable group rate.

ENJOY EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
Members receive special incentives and discounts on medical supplies, legal services, IT and more.

TAKE YOUR COVERAGE WITH YOU
No matter where you are in the U.S. or what kind of medical professional you are, we’ve got you covered.

CALL, EMAIL, OR VISIT US ONLINE TODAY TO LEARN MORE
1-800-221-2168 | membership@assnservices.com | appa-assn.com/welcome

Physician-Led Medicine in Montana
Internal Medicine Residency Faculty

Billings Clinic

Seeking enthusiastic BE/BC internists and hospitalists to join our exemplary team of physicians and faculty providers with a passion for education and leadership.

• Stipend & generous loan repayment
• Region’s tertiary referral center
• Flexible practice styles
• Consensus-based teamwork
• Academic mentoring

Use the search app for your passion!

Billings Clinic is nationally recognized for clinical excellence and is a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. Located in Billings, Montana – this friendly college community is a great place to raise a family near the majestic Rocky Mountains. Exciting outdoor recreation close to home. 300 days of sunshine!

Please visit us at Booth 643 at the ACP Internal Medicine Meeting.

Contact: Rochelle Woods 1-888-554-5922
dr_rochelle.woods@billingsclinic.org
billingsclinic.com

Billings Clinic

100 Great Hospitals in America 2017

physicianrecruiter@billingsclinic.org

Physician-Led Medicine in Montana
Internal Medicine Residency Faculty

Billings Clinic

Seeking enthusiastic BE/BC internists and hospitalists to join our exemplary team of physicians and faculty providers with a passion for education and leadership.

• Stipend & generous loan repayment
• Region’s tertiary referral center
• Flexible practice styles
• Consensus-based teamwork
• Academic mentoring

Use the search app for your passion!

Billings Clinic is nationally recognized for clinical excellence and is a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. Located in Billings, Montana – this friendly college community is a great place to raise a family near the majestic Rocky Mountains. Exciting outdoor recreation close to home. 300 days of sunshine!
One of the best aspects of being medically qualified is the complete portability of your skills. Wherever you are in the world, people always need doctors. US-trained doctors are in demand in many places in the world; your choice of career and high-quality training gives you unparalleled opportunities to work overseas – whether in a paid position or in a voluntary role. There are many reasons physicians choose to work abroad: to develop a specific skill or knowledge in a prestigious world-leading center; the opportunity to experience different cultures, sightseeing and activities in another country; or perhaps for an improved work/life balance.

Deciding which country offers the greatest potential for you to work abroad will very much depend on what your priorities are and what you are looking to gain from practicing medicine overseas. For that reason, it is important to think about what you want to achieve from working overseas before looking at the possible options available. Think about what is important to you. In fact, according to the Association of Staff Physician Recruiters (ASPR), nearly 60% of in-house physician recruiters are using behavioral interview questions to determine factors such as:

- Potential for travel within the country
- Opportunities to move from job to job
- The salary you can expect
- Available technology
- The healthcare environment in which you’ll be working
- The type of care you’ll be able to deliver to patients.

Giving thought to what you want from a job will help you to narrow down the choice of countries in which you might wish to work. There are other important factors that may further influence your decision.

**Speaking a Foreign Language**

Things are far easier if you choose a country where you speak the language. The practicalities of diagnosing and treating patients without being able to speak their language are a difficult hurdle to get over, especially in emergency relief teams.

However, to gain employment in a national health service, a practice or hospital overseas, you’ll need to demonstrate proficiency in the local language. In most cases, this will mean a language test. For example, to work in the Netherlands as a physician coming from overseas, you will need to demonstrate language competency in Dutch to the NT2-B2 level – although the advice is that in practice you will need a level of C1 or C2.

For this reason, for US physicians, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland and the UK are the most obvious options for working overseas. If you are fluent in Spanish, your employment target widens to most of Latin America, Mexico, South America and Spain, although salaries and conditions vary considerably.

**Salary Considerations**

A 2016 survey featured on career addict cited the USA as the country with the third highest salaries in the world in which to work as a physician – with salaries for specialists averaging...
$230,000 per year, and GP salaries averaging around $161,000 per year.

On pure salary alone, only two countries rank higher: Australia and the Netherlands. Salaries in Australia average $247,000 for specialists and $91,000 for GPs. The Netherlands took the top spot with salaries averaging $253,000 for specialists and $117,000 for GPs.

Denmark, Switzerland, Ireland, France, the UK, Canada and Belgium comprise the rest of the top ten countries to work in as a doctor in terms of salary. Of course, this measurement doesn’t take into account the general cost of living in those countries – or the cost of malpractice insurance. The spiraling cost of insurance in the US would see it fall a few places in the table, were it to be taken into account.

You will also need to consider which specialties are most in demand in each country as this will have an impact on the salary you can expect to earn as a specialist. If you are thinking of staying in a country long-term, specialists will also need to consider the opportunities for private practice in conjunction with their salary. In both Ireland and the UK, experienced specialists have plenty of opportunities for lucrative private work and most specialists will split their time between public and private practice.

Bear in mind, however, that if you are an American citizen, you’ll need to pay US taxes on the income you earn overseas, as well as any local taxes in the country in which you are working.

The Local Culture

Local culture is another important factor to consider. For example, in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) physician salaries are among the highest in the world. And one major benefit in the UAE is that your salary is not subject to local taxes. However, this opportunity to put significant savings away does require some compromises. Foreign workers in the UAE live in gated ex-pat communities; while they afford many luxuries, this isn’t for everyone. And while cities like Abu Dhabi and Dubai are among the most westernized in the Middle East, the way of life is very different.

By contrast, the cultural shift required for a move to an Australasian country is much less dramatic. Added to this, the work-life balance in Australia and New Zealand, with the focus on outdoor activities and the unique and wonderful sightseeing and scenery, make these countries an appealing prospect for US-trained physicians.

Meanwhile, the UK and Ireland afford easy travel access to Europe for short breaks and vacations to experience the culture and many historical cities and regions on the continent.

Local Conditions

The local health care delivery model can also impact significantly on your experience working as a physician abroad, so it is important to do your research about the local delivery models, services and conditions before making the move.
For example, in the UK, the National Health Service (NHS) is undergoing a lengthy and serious funding crisis. This underfunding is making conditions in many facilities highly pressurized and salaries are not what they once were. The exception to this is if you go and work as a locum, filling staff shortages on a temporary basis, in which case NHS staff shortages are driving up the salaries you can expect to command. The pay-off for this is, of course, the uncertainty of income. And it does nothing to address the underfunding and diminishing morale in the state-run facilities.

Meanwhile, in Belgium, physicians are rewarded with high salaries – but their work week is one of the longest in Europe. Doctors there average a 51-hour work week. These differing conditions make it essential to do your research thoroughly before you apply. Arrange to speak with other physicians who have worked abroad.

Seeking a Position

International online job boards make it much easier to seek and find international employment opportunities today than it was just a couple of decades ago. There are many locum agencies that specialize in international placements and it is also worth investigating local Temp and Permanent agencies.

One of the best ways to find potential opportunities to work is through the local medical publications in your chosen country. For example, the BMJ in the UK, the Medical Journal of Australia in Australia, or the New Zealand Medical Journal in New Zealand.

If you need to be in a particular location (for example, to follow your partner’s job, or other family commitments), you may need to search for local facilities and hospitals and approach the appropriate specialties directly. This way, you benefit from the in-depth contact with medical staff to know when a vacancy is available and gain more knowledge of the facility and team.

If you are interested in humanitarian work, the best places to start are respected medical organizations such as Médecins Sans Frontières or Medical Emergency Relief International. If you are able to give your time voluntarily, Voluntary Service Overseas and Médecins du Monde are other possible routes which rely on international health professionals.

Securing a Job Offer

One of the benefits of applying through an agency is that they are likely to help you with the visa and registration process if you are offered a position through them. If you aren’t using an agency, make the effort to investigate what support your future employer can offer in this regard.

You can find more information online with the local medical boards for the country or, in Canada, the province in which you intend to work.

Section of General Internal Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX seeks talented and energetic academically oriented Internists for Primary Care and Hospitalist Faculty positions. Primary Care or Hospitalist Fellowship training a plus but not required. Faculty rank commensurate with experience. BCM is an EEOC/Affirmative Action Employer. Positions are in public and private Baylor College of Medicine affiliates, located in the prestigious Texas Medical Center in Houston, TX, the nation’s fourth biggest and most diverse city.

Please send CV and inquiries to David Hyman, MD, MPH at: Dhyman@bcm.edu

Professional Health Care of Pinellas is independently owned since 1997 by physicians and offers physicians the option to explore practicing in Outpatient, Inpatient or Long Term Care setting. Our growing practice of over 40 physicians and Allied Health providers is seeking an energetic and friendly Internal Medicine Physician to join the team in beautiful St Petersburg, Florida. This is an exciting opportunity for the physician to utilize skills and talents in a challenging and rewarding setting caring for a diverse population of adult patients.

- Competitive salary with quarterly bonus and partnership opportunities
- Benefits package includes: 401k with match, employer paid Long Term/Short Term Disability and Life Insurance, paid time off, Wellness Program, and more
- annual CME allowance
- Malpractice and credentialing expenses are provided
- No state tax and 361 days of sunshine per year
- EMR system, Eclinicalworks,
- Strong practice support team

PHC is an equal opportunity employer and a drug free and smoke free workplace.

Please send resume to sadair@phcpinellas.com.
BC/BE HOSPITALISTS AND NOCTURNISTS OPPORTUNITIES

Situated in beautiful Annapolis, Maryland - capital city of Maryland - is Forward-Thinking Leadership that is adapting to a transforming healthcare system and progressing into Preventative Healthcare. Become part of this growing group of innovative and pragmatic team of providers!

Urgent Need: Full-time Nocturnist:
- 152 - 12 hour Shifts with the opportunity to work extra shifts
- No set schedule
- Shift Coverage time: 7:pm – 7:am or 7:30pm – 7:30am.
- Average number of admits 6 – 10

Full-time Hospitalist:
- 188 Shifts per year (about 16 shifts per month)
- 10 hour shifts with one or two 12 hour shifts (per Month)
- Open Scheduling - full-time
- **patient volume: 13 to 16**
- No ICU rounding and no procedures
- Shift Coverage time: 7:30am – 5:30pm; 9:30am – 7:30pm (Admitting); 3pm – 11pm (Swing)
- Sub-specialty coverage: On-site and Phone for both Hospitalist and Nocturnist

Hospitalists/Nocturnist Receive:
- CME dollars and paid days off for CME attendance
- Combined leave days paid
- Competitive salary and generous quality incentive
- Health, dental, vision, 403B w/matching, and so much more....

Required Minimum Qualifications:
Employees must be licensed to practice in the State of Maryland and Board Certified/Board Eligible in Internal Medicine or a comparable adult medical specialty.
Employees must also fulfill the requirements for medical staff membership at Anne Arundel Medical Center.

Required Licenses and Certificates:
- Board Certification in Internal Medicine
- Maryland Medical License
- DEA
- CDS

To learn more about these exceptional opportunities please send your CV to Kim Collins, Physician Recruiter - kcollins7@aahs.org or call (443) 481-5166.

Anne Arundel Medical Center is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer

---

Northwestern's Online MS in Health Informatics

Offered in partnership with Northwestern's Feinberg School of Medicine, the online MS in Health Informatics enables healthcare, business, and IT professionals to harness the power of information management technology to transform patient care. Expertise in informatics will make a difference for you, your organization, and the patients you serve. And you'll graduate prepared for healthcare's most future-ready, growth-oriented sector.

**Apply today** — applications are accepted quarterly.
sps.northwestern.edu/informatics • 312-503-2579

Northwestern | PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Outpatient-Only Internal Medicine with Loan Repayment & Sign-On Bonus

The Central Maine Medical Group seeks BE/BC Internal Medicine physician to join cohesive, well-established, hospital-employed practice in Lewiston, Maine. We offer:

- Up to $200K in medical student loan repayment
- $50K sign on bonus
- Up to $12K moving allowance
- 4 day work week/generous outpatient call
- Healthy work/life balance

Central Maine affords easy access to the coast and mountains where you can enjoy four seasons of outdoor activities. We have a growing arts and restaurant scene in a very safe affordable area to live and raise a family.

To join our growing team, contact Gina Mallozzi
Central Maine Medical Center
300 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
Email: MallozGi@cmhc.org; Fax: 207/344-0696
Call: 800/445-7431; or visit our website: http://recruitment.cmhc.org/.

Residency Stipend, Commencement Bonus, and Student Loan Payment

Mercy Clinic, named one of the top five large U.S. health systems in 2017 by Truven, is seeking BE/BC Internal Medicine Physicians to join established and growing outpatient practices in St. Louis, MO and surrounding communities.

Join Mercy’s Ministry of Health Care
Mercy is committed to serving more patients and building healthier communities. Our mission for providing compassionate, patient-centered care is what defines us and unites us. We are genuinely passionate about caring for others and getting health care right. As part of our team, you’ll experience a collaborative and advanced infrastructure with all the support you need to focus on patients and grow your practice.

For more information:
Megan Sievers | Physician Recruiter
314-364-3840 | fax: 314-364-2597
Megan.sievers@mercy.net | www.mercy.net

SEEKING: INTERNIST

OUTPATIENT PRACTICE HEALTH SYSTEM EMPLOYED POSITION

Schneck Medical Center is seeking dynamic and energetic physician leaders to grow and develop our new outpatient practice—SCHNECK INTERNAL MEDICINE. This is a clinical and practice leadership position for Board Certified/Eligible Internists. Practice medicine the way you had hoped for in beautiful southern Indiana!

Opportunity

- Health system-employed position
- $70,000 sign-on bonus
- Generous 2-year income guarantee
- $2,500/month stipend for residents as they complete training until start date
- Includes 403b & 457b with health benefits
- 224 PTO hours per year + 24 CME PTO hours per year
- $3,000 per year CME allowance

SOUTHERN INDIANA
- Schneck’s first Internal Medicine Practice!
- Large patient base
- All Hospitalists are dually boarded in Internal Medicine and Pediatrics
- Electronic Medical Record utilizing MEDITECH

SCHNECK
- Collegial medical staff.
- Indiana’s only organization to be honored with the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, the nation’s highest presidential honor for quality and performance excellence.
- CMS Five Star Quality Rating (multiple recipient)—the highest possible rating for quality of care, customer experience, and value of care received.
- 93-bed, not-for-profit hospital. Independently owned and operated.
- One of the most financially stable hospitals in Indiana.

Seymour, Indiana
- Indiana is consistently ranked among the top 5 states to practice.
- Seymour offers residents all the pleasures of city life in an atmosphere where the simple charms of country life have not been forgotten.
- Low cost of living and housing costs below the national average.
- Seymour is located just off I-65 and a one-hour drive from Indianapolis, Louisville, and Bloomington, home of Indiana University, and only 90 minutes from Cincinnati.
- Excellent school system offering both public and parochial education options.
- Thriving manufacturing industry helps promote low unemployment and a robust economy.

FAYEANN HURLEY
Physician Recruiter
411 W Tipton St., Seymour, IN 47274 • fhurley@schneckmed.org • p: 812-523-7849
SEEKING BC-BE INTERNAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN

to join one of the largest physician-owned and governed multi-specialty clinics in the Midwest.

Why choose Internal Medicine at The Iowa Clinic?
// Among Wellmark’s 13 Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), we lead the state in terms of Wellmark’s Value Index Score (VIS), a measure of quality and outcomes
// All sites awarded the highest level of Patient Centered Medical Home Recognition by NCOA
// Division currently comprised of 23 Internists, 1 Nurse Practitioner, and 2 Physician Assistants based in 5 locations throughout the Metro area
// General call is 1 in 10 days (with minimal variance by location), with nocturnal NP taking first call from 6pm – 6am, 7 days a week
// Opportunity for students/residents to rotate through office
// Excellent payor mix
// Family-friendly collegial atmosphere
// Large referral base within clinic of over 250 multi-specialty providers that serve a population area of 1.3 million
// Generous signing bonus
// Competitive two-year salary guarantee includes additional compensation after break even and shareholder track
// Excellent benefits include 401(k) profit sharing retirement plan, four weeks paid vacation, optional health, dental, vision, long-term disability, long-term care and term life insurance, and flexible spending accounts

Why Choose Des Moines, Iowa?
#1
Best State to Practice Medicine - WalletHub, 2017
Physicians’ Top Places to Live and Work (Iowa) - Physicians Thrive, 2017
Best State to Live in America - U.S. News & World Report, 2018

Interested in this opportunity?
Contact Robin Eyberg
515.875.9141
reyberg@iowaclinic.com

Balance Work and Leisure in Louisiana’s Bayou Country!

Houma, Louisiana offers the perfect blend of a rewarding career while enjoying a community filled with a love-for-life attitude embracing good food, good music and good times.

Located less than an hour southwest of New Orleans you will find our Cajun culture, strong family bonds, a safe community, world-class medical care, outstanding educational systems, delicious dining and entertainment.

At Terrebonne General Medical Center (TGMC), we are proud to say our physicians work diligently to provide exceptional, quality healthcare with compassion, which our community has depended on for over 60 years.

Specialties Needed:
~ Internal Medicine/Hospitalist
~ Hematology/Oncology
~ Neurology
~ Infectious Disease
~ Pulmonary Medicine/Critical Care

All positions are through an employment model offering a competitive compensation package and comprehensive benefits.

For more information, please contact:
Ann Dupre, Medical Staff Office Manager
985-873-4087 (w); ann.dupre@tgmc.com; http://physicians.tgmc.com
Lexington Medical Center is a 438-bed hospital in West Columbia, South Carolina. It anchors a health care network that includes five community medical centers and employs a staff of more than 6,500 health care professionals. Lexington Medical Center operates one of the busiest Emergency departments in South Carolina treating nearly 85,000 patients each year. The hospital delivers more than 3,500 babies each year and performs more than 23,000 surgeries. Lexington Medical Center is currently undergoing the largest hospital expansion in South Carolina history by creating a new patient tower that will open in 2019. Lexington Medical Center has a reputation for the highest quality care.

**Physician Opportunities in:**

- Cardiology
- Cardiovascular Surgery
- Critical Care
- General Surgery
- Gynecologic Oncology
- Hematology/Oncology
- Hospital Medicine
- Neurology
- Neurosurgery
- Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Oral Surgery
- Orthopaedics
- Otolaryngology
- Pain Management
- Physiatry
- Physical Medicine
- Urogynecology
- Vascular Surgery

**In High Demand:**

- Family Medicine
- Internal Medicine
- Urgent Care

For additional information, please contact:

Robin Revels
PhysicianRecruitment@lexhealth.org
(803) 791-2415
Sentara RMH Medical Center in Harrisonburg, Virginia, is searching for a motivated BC/BE Internist to join a dedicated and collegial team of providers, full support team of nurses, referral specialists and care coordinators to treat a diverse patient population. This is an employed position to join our loyal medical group of 150+ employed physicians and Advanced Care Providers, in a warm and welcoming community located in the heart of Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley.

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
The ideal candidate is BC/BE in Internal Medicine and comfortable seeing adult and geriatric patients with a focus on chronic disease management.

WHAT WE NEED:
We are looking for a team player who is confident in their skills to share our work ethic and common goal of providing exceptional care to all patients. The qualified physician will work collaboratively with all physicians and staff members, including Advanced Care Providers.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:
- Established and busy, outpatient-only, hospital-employed practice
- 4.5-day work week
- Clinic uses EPIC
- Office space shared with four other Internal Medicine providers
- Clinic supported by experienced office and clinical staff

WHO WE ARE:
Sentara RMH Medical Center opened its new, state-of-the-art, LEED-Gold certified hospital in 2010, located in Harrisonburg, Virginia on a 254-acre site in the Shenandoah Valley. SRMH is a 238-bed, all private room, not-for-profit hospital that has served its community for over 100 years in this beautiful university town. The community boasts award winning school systems, diverse economy, affordable cost of living, vibrant downtown and historic roots. We are nationally known for our cultural activities and abundance of outdoor recreation based on the community’s proximity to the Skyline Drive, Shenandoah National Park, Appalachian Trail, Shenandoah River, and Massanutten Four Season Resort. Residents enjoy easy access via interstate to international airports and a wide range of amenities in nearby Charlottesville, Washington D.C., Richmond and Roanoke. Harrisonburg is an excellent place to live, practice medicine and raise a family.

WHAT WE OFFER:
This is an employed position with Sentara RMH Medical Group. Highlights of this opportunity include:
- Competitive guaranteed compensation
- Commencement bonus and relocation allowance
- Retirement package with matching contribution and pension plan
- Comprehensive benefits, including health, disability, and more
- Malpractice and Tail coverage
- Paid Annual Leave and Sick Leave
- Hospital and Clinic equipped with EPIC, Dragon, Up to Date and more
- CME time off and allowance, renewed annually

To apply contact Stephanie Hutchens, Physician Recruiter at sxhutche@sentrara.com or call 540-564-7126.
A culture centered in humility, compassion, respect and shared leadership

INTERNAL MEDICINE
MINNESOTA

At HealthPartners, we believe outstanding health care is delivered when we merge the science of medicine with the compassion, spirit and humanity of our hearts.

HealthPartners is an integrated health care system based in Minneapolis/St. Paul. Our multi-specialty group includes over 1,700 physicians. We have a variety of internal medicine opportunities available in the Twin Cities, Central Minnesota – St. Cloud, and Hudson, Wisconsin including outpatient primary care and geriatrics.

Visit us at Booth 1939 to learn more about our culture and competitive benefits.

Apply online at healthpartners.com/careers or contact Diane at 952-883-5453 or diane.m.collins@healthpartners.com.

EOE
PHYSICIAN OPPORTUNITIES
IN NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA

Join the largest multi-specialty group in North Central Florida.

• 100% physician owned
• Professionally managed to allow you to focus on your patients
• Compensation based on performance & value
• We provide balance between your home & work life

For more information call us at (352) 224-2404 or email your CV to careers@SIMEDHealth.com
Medical Equipment DEALS!
www.medicaldevice depot.com

Tools for Increased Reimbursement & Office Efficiency at Discount Prices

EKGs with Interpretation
- Bionite cardiocare 2000: $1,255
- Scillier AT2 Plus: $2,275
- Add Spirometry: $1,000
- 9-dck Ell250c: $2,9
- Welch Alyn CP15D with exp: $3,1

ADView 2 Vital Signs Monitor
- Starting at $676
- The ADView 2 is still the only truly modular diagnostic station that grows with your needs. Start with blood pressure and choose temperature or pulse oximetry options at the time of purchase.

EMR-Compatible PC-Based Cardiology Products
- Cardio Resting EKG: $1,895
- Cardio Holter: $2,995
- Cardio Stress: $2,995

EMR-Compatible Spirometry
- PC Based and Direct-to-Printer
- Astra 300 USB*: $898
- Touch Screen Display

GE MAC1200 EKG Machine
- Includes a patient cable, universal alligator clips, EKG paper and power cord.
- Refurbished, with 6 mo warranty: $1,390
- New, with 3 yr warranty (no modem): $2,995

Welch Allyn Integrated Diagnostic System
- Combine any wall aneroid, ophthalmoscope, otoscope, specula dispenser and thermometer for a convenient modular package that puts everything for fast diagnostics.

Family Practice Exam Table
- A durable, reliable, patient-friendly exam table for any office. Many base and upholstery color combinations
- Only $792.00

Boost Your Revenue!

Reimbursement: National Average
- Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) & Sudomotor Assessment
  - ANS testing is the gold standard for Hidden Risk Assessment with patients suffering from any sort of chronic disease (i.e., Diabetes). In 12 minutes, uncover dozens of possible Indicators Including; CAD, PAD, Sudden Death, Silent Heart Attack, Peripheral Neuropathy and more.

- Neuro-Cognitive Testing for Primary Care Physicians
  - Analyzes (EEG) brain processing speed (Evoke Potentials), heart health (EKG), mental health (Neuropsychology). Each test is processed into a fully-finished, clinically actionable report that uncovers symptoms associated with dementia, anxiety, depression, PTSD, TBI and more.

- Allergy Testing and Treatment - for the Non Allergist
  - Studies show 40-50% of patients have allergies. We provide a comprehensive program where any staff can perform the allergy tests (CUA Free). Takes only 2 minutes to apply, 15 minutes for results. Stop patients relying on OTC drugs to survive.

CALL TODAY to ORDER: 877-646-3300